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Spiking neural networks (SNNs) offer high potential for energy reduction when used on
neuromorphic hardware, as they are only active when information is being transmitted [1]. Their
training algorithms, however, generally result in inferior performance compared to today's
common analog neural networks (ANNs) trained with backpropagation. The best performing
SNNs can be obtained by training ANNs and mapping the weights to a spiking network.
This approach works well because both the ReLU activation function in ANNs and the firing rate
of spiking neurons increase linearly with their input. Unlike ReLU, spiking neurons have an
upper limit determined by their maximum firing rate. To fit the activation into the spike range,
the weights need to be normalized before conversion [2]. As single outliers with high activation
would result in the majority of the neurons spiking far below their maximum rate, commonly
robust normalization is used, where only the p-th percentile is normalized [3].
This additional hyperparameter p sets the trade-off between inference speed and accuracy.
High values result in near lossless conversions but with slow convergence, whereas small values
clip the higher activations, thus showing a large decrease in accuracy between the original ANNs
and the converted SNNs but with fast convergence.
We propose a method to computationally discover the value for p that balances this
speed/accuracy trade-off. When feeding uniformly distributed noise into a trained ANN, the
resulting predictions will be completely random. As the result is very vulnerable to tiny changes
in the network, this data can be used to evaluate how closely the converted SNN represents the
original network. A conversion with poor choices for the normalization parameter will show bad
performance on a synthetic dataset created this way (see fig. 1). Small values of p show even
larger loss on the synthetic set than the test set, whereas for large values the network converges
too slowly so that single spikes are not averaged out in the individual time steps, also resulting
in large losses. By minimizing the conversion loss on the synthetic dataset, the determined value
for p yields to the fastest converging SNN with the highest accuracy at that speed. The
evaluation of this approach on networks with different sizes, performance, and random seeds,
shows that it can be reliably implemented by using only a small synthetic dataset of only 1% the
size of the original test set.
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Figure 1: Relation between the conversion loss of test set and
synthetic set of an exemplary 3 layer fully connected converted
spiking network for different normalization percentiles. The
determined value of 96.5 converges at twice as fast as the higher
values while showing a reasonable loss of only 1.2%.
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